Abstract Processing motor errors is essential for online control of goal-directed movements and motor learning. Evidence from psychophysical and imaging studies supports the longstanding view that error processing is central to cerebellar function. The dominant view is that error-related signals are encoded in the complex spike discharge of Purkinje cells. However, the findings are inconsistent on whether complex spike activity correlates with motor errors. Recently, we examined if simple spike firing carries error signals in monkeys trained to manually track a randomly moving target. The task requires continuous processing of motor errors characterized by the relative movements between the hand-driven cursor and the target center. Linear regression models show that error parameters are robustly represented in the simple spike activity of most Purkinje cells. At the single cell level, the error signals are encoded independently and integrated with kinematic signals. In a large majority of Purkinje cells, correlation strengths between the simple spike discharge and an error parameter have bimodal profiles with respect to time, exhibiting a local maxima corresponding to firing leading the behavior and another one corresponding to firing lagging behavior. The bimodal temporal profiles suggest that individual error parameters are dually encoded as both an internal prediction used for feedback-independent, compensatory movements and the actual sensory feedback used to monitor performance. Approximately 75 % of the dual representations have opposing modulations of the simple spike activity, one increasing firing and the other depressing firing, as reflected by the reversed signs of the regression coefficients corresponding to the local maxima of the R 2 profile. These dual representations of individual parameters with opposing modulation of the simple spike firing are consistent with the signals needed to generate sensory prediction errors used to update an internal model.
Introduction
Both motor adaptation and online control of goal-directed movements require detecting and correcting performance errors [1, 2] . Notably, compensatory corrections for errors occur before or in the absence of sensory feedback (see review [1] ). This suggests that the central nervous system computes internal predictions of upcoming errors by implementing internal models. The key aspect of a forward internal model is that it predicts the sensory consequences of motor commands (Fig. 1a) . These internal predictions are compared with actual sensory feedback to compute sensory prediction errors (Fig. 1a) used for motor control and learning [1] [2] [3] [4] .
The cerebellum has been implicated as the substrate for a forward internal model [1, 3, 4] , but whether cerebellar neurons provide the necessary predictive and feedback error signals remains unknown. Psychophysical, patient, and imaging results suggest cerebellar involvement in motor error processing [5, 6] . The dominant view is that Purkinje cell complex spike discharge signals motor errors [7, 8] . However, this concept is not universally accepted (see review [9] ), and there is no evidence showing that complex spikes encode predictive signals. Alternatively, a less examined hypothesis is that errors are encoded in the simple spike activity.
Simple Spike Activity Both Predicts and Conveys Motor Errors
To test if Purkinje cell simple spike discharge encodes performance errors, monkeys were trained to manually track a randomly moving target using a planar manipulandum [10, 11] . Successful tracking requires that animals compensate for errors induced by unexpected changes in target kinematics. Four performance error measures describe cursor movements relative to the target center and include position (XE, YE), distance (i.e., radial error, RE), and direction (i.e., position direction error, PDE) errors. PDE indicates the relative direction the hand should move to return to the target center. Behavior analyses demonstrate that the monkeys continuously use these (or analogous) error parameters to position the cursor in the target center [10, 11] .
In evaluating single error parameter encoding, it is essential that each error signal is independent from other error and kinematic signals found in the simple spike firing [10] . We determined the firing residuals for each error parameter (e.g. XE) by removing variability associated with the kinematics and remaining error parameters (e.g. YE, RE, and PDE) from the simple spike discharge [11] . These firing residuals were regressed against the associated error parameter (e.g., XE). Correlation strength between the firing residuals and each error parameter was evaluated as a function of lead/lag (τ) from −500 to 500 ms. Negative τ values indicate neural signals leading or predicting behavior, while positive values are consistent with encoding sensory feedback. Similar regression analyses using the actual firing produced almost identical results [11] , demonstrating independence of the individual error and kinematic signals.
Regression results reveal two remarkable features of simple spike error encoding [11] . First, the correlation of simple spike firing with individual error parameters (e.g., XE in Fig. 1b ) exhibits a bimodal R 2 profile, with two local maxima located at both predictive and feedback timing. Similar bimodal profiles exist for 72 % of the Purkinje cells, suggesting that individual cells impart both predictive and feedback information about an error parameter. Decoding analyses confirm that the simple spike discharge conveys highly accurate predictions of the upcoming errors [11] , consistent with the expected output of a forward internal model. Secondly, regression coefficients for the predictive and feedback maxima reverse sign (Fig. 1c) . The sign change reflects opposing modulation so that the predictive and feedback representations of the same error parameter counter each other, one signal increasing and the other decreasing the simple spike firing. Analysis of the firing discharge at the times of the two maxima reveals highly anti-correlated firing patterns (Fig. 1d) [11] . These anticorrelated signals are precisely what is needed to compute sensory prediction errors (Fig. 1a) [2, 12] .
Purkinje Cells Encode Both Error Signals and Kinematic Signals
In addition to encoding robust error signals, firing from the same cells also modulates with movement kinematics [10] . This raises the question of how different signals are simultaneously encoded in a single cell. First, we fit simple spike firing residuals in which error variability was removed to a multi-linear regression model with terms for position, velocity, and speed (PVS model). A second analysis fit the firing residuals with PVS kinematic variability removed to a multi-linear model based on the four error parameters (ER [11] model). Summing the R 2 temporal profiles for individual kinematic or error parameters yields the same result as the PVS or ER regression models, respectively, demonstrating mutual independence of the parameters [10, 11] [10, 13] . Error signals likely represent outputs of an additional feed-forward internal model that drives task-specific online corrections and learning. The presence of both kinematic and error signals may appear redundant in an internal model framework focused mainly on error processing (Fig. 1a) . However, optimal feedback control theory [14] suggests that signal redundancy could improve the accuracy of goal-directed movements using the variability present in the motor system.
Implications of Predictive and Feedback Error Signals
Finding rich performance error representations in the simple spike discharge brings into question the information carried by complex spikes. Evidence for complex spike error signaling is inconsistent. Several studies document errorrelated complex spike modulation [7, 8] , while others fail to show reliable error responses (see [9] ). Because complex spikes have limited bandwidth due to low frequency discharge and occur only in response to errors, they are unlikely to convey the high-resolution, predictive error signals described for the simple spike firing. One possibility is that complex spikes provide a critical signal needed for engaging synaptic plasticity that updates internal models [15] .
The presence of kinematic and error signals in the simple spike firing of Purkinje cells conveys predictions about the state of the effector and motor performance (Fig. 1a) to the many output targets of the cerebellum including the cerebral cortex. These signals are hypothesized to optimize motor commands [1] [2] [3] [4] 12] . Furthermore, dual signals could facilitate direct comparison between internal predictions and sensory feedback representations of the same motor parameter within a single Purkinje cell. An intriguing possibility is whether the cerebellum provides similar signals in the cognitive domain, although this remains to be investigated. However, the observations do not fit perfectly into the proposed computational framework for forward internal model implementation (Fig. 1a) . For example, the predictive and feedback error signals are separated in time, raising the question of if and where the two signals are compared. Individual Purkinje cells continuously encode a large number of motor and error signals, suggesting that downstream decoding of specific signals is exceedingly complicated. Understanding how these signals are modified during learning, then are transformed and compared within and downstream of the Purkinje cells, will be critical to further testing the role of the cerebellum in motor control.
